
TASK !
Choose the right word.

 The only kind of sweets which/what I eat is chocolate.
 I’m saving/spending some money to have a financial pillow.
 We backed/came back at midnight and were really tired.
 I enjoy driving/riding a motorbike.
 I can rely on my best friend because he always breaks/keeps his word.
 My sister caught/grabbed a cold last week.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

   7. The doctor gave me a recipe/prescription for some antibiotics.

 I find it easy ……………………..
 I don’t have enough time ……………………
 I managed ………………………………….. last week.
 I want …………………………
 I can’t imagine …………………………….

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mixed revision A2-B1

TASK 2 
Complete the sentences.
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TASK 3
Complete with the right preposition and answer the questions.
UP     OFF     TO     ON     ON     TO     IN     IN     ON

What are people addicted _______?
What are you keen _________
What are your daughters interested __________?
Is buying ______ instalments a good idea?
What can you do __________ case there is a blackout?
How often do you take a day ________? What do you do then?
Are there any things that don’t depend ___________ you?
Are you allergic ___________ anything?
How can we bring _________ children to make them happy?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

6. I dream …………………………..
7. I encourage my daughter …………………………..
8. Many people are afraid of …………………………..
9. I hate …………………………
10. People should avoid …………………………………

TASK 4
Complete the sentences with the right words.
disappointed     careful     develop     pavement     hurts     conclusion     risk     hurry     obstacle 
 shortage     mess

 When the weather is bad the ________________ of car accidents is rising.
 The ___________________ on our street is uneven, so be careful when you walk.
 ___________________ of rain led to drought.
 I’m ok, nothing ________________ me.
 The latest film of Almodovar _____________ me, I think it was really boring.
 The driver swerved to avoid the _______________ on the road.
 They reached a _______________ after a long discussion.
 I don’t have time, I’m in a _____________ to catch the plane.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.


